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RECIPROCATING PUMPS
Various Types.—A reciprocating pump in its simplest form consists
of a cylindrical barrel provided with inlet and outlet openings, suitably
controlled by valves, and a reciprocating member working within. All the
important variations are shown diagrammatically in fig. i, a to i. The
sketches show vertical pumps, but each type can be arranged horizontally
by altering the branch connections.
" Lift " or " bucket " pumps a and b are those in which the water is
sucked through a foot valve, or suction valve, on the ascending stroke, and
driven through the bucket on the descending stroke.
Piston, plunger, or force pumps, £, rf, £, /, have a solid reciprocating
member which alternately sucks through a suction valve and discharges
through a delivery valve.
Differential pumps, g, h, and z, are single-acting on the suction side, but
deliver water on both strokes—for this reason they are sometimes termed
" two-stroke " pumps.
Single-acting pumps give an intermittent discharge, while double-acting
and differential pumps give a fluctuating discharge without a definite stoppage
of flow. A group of three single-acting pumps delivering in regular rotation
into a common main or a pair of double-acting pumps similarly adjusted
give a nearly uniform discharge.
While it is inadvisable to generalize too much concerning the application
of these various types, it may be said that, as a rule:
(1)	bucket pumps (<2, b, g) are generally confined to well, mine-shaft,
and bore-hole pumping, and to large drainage pumps;
(2)	single-acting piston pumps, e (usually made with a trunk piston),
are generally used in groups of two or three side by side for
pumping against moderate heads, with transmission drive;
(3)	single-acting ram or plunger pumps, c, are used similarly, but for
heavier pressures;
(4)	the double-acting piston pump / is the recognized type for direct-
driven steam pumps for moderate heads;
(5)	the double-acting ram pump d similarly for direct-driven steam
pumps for heavier pressures;  and
(6)	the differential pumps h and i are often adopted on quick-running
pumps—or for slow-speed pumps delivering into a very long
pipe main.
Some important modifications to the double-acting ram pump should
be noticed. For high pressures it is usual to make this type either with two
opposed rams, fig. 2, #, connected by yoke rods on each side of the barrel,
thus eliminating one stuffing box and rendering the remaining two very
accessible, or, the rams are arranged as in fig. i, J, but operated through a
trunnion pin attached to the centre of the ram between the stuffing boxes.

